WEBSITE CONDITIONS OF USE
By viewing this website, you accept the following conditions of use without reservation:
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1. Copyright
Fundamental Principles
This website and each of its constituent parts (information, texts, images, photographs, illustrations,
drawings, graphics, videos, sounds, data, data bases, programmes, software, etc.) are the property of LA
PLAGNE RESORT or are subject to operating rights granted by the latter’s successors.
This website and its constituent parts are protected worldwide by intellectual property rights.
Consequently, and in accordance with the provisions of the intellectual property code, the use of this website
and its constituent parts is only authorised for strictly personal, private and non-commercial purposes, all
other usage being excluded.
Other than in cases permitted by the law, any reproduction, representation or use of all or part of this website
or its constituent parts without the prior written consent of LA PLAGNE RESORT is strictly forbidden.
Any reproduction, representation or use of this website or its constituent parts that is not expressly
authorised will constitute a breach of LA PLAGNE RESORT’S rights and may result in legal or civil action.
Downloadable Content
LA PLAGNE RESORT may make available to users of this website some elements (photographs, videos,
press packs, press releases, etc.) which you are authorised to download (hereinafter the “Downloadable
Content”). LA PLAGNE RESORT will grant you a non-exclusive right, free of charge, which may not be
assigned or transferred, to copy, download and use the Downloadable Content for exclusively personal and
non-commercial purposes for the legal duration of the intellectual property rights as defined by French and
foreign law and international treaties (including any later supplementary regulations or amendments to the
regulations), subject to the website element which is copied or downloaded not being modified or altered in
any way whatsoever, and the references relating to copyright and the distinctive signs referring to it being
clearly and legibly displayed.
LA PLAGNE RESORT permits the use of press packs and press releases available on this website only by
professional journalists in the execution of and for the purposes of their professional activity, subject to the
references relating to copyright and distinctive signs referring to it being clearly and legibly displayed.
By downloading and using the Downloadable Content, you undertake to use it in compliance with the
conditions of use.
Any improper use of the Downloadable Content liable to damage the image or reputation of LA PLAGNE
RESORT or of the persons represented in the Downloadable Content will result in legal action
Image Copyright

The images and/or photographs of persons and/or places shown on this website are the property of LA
PLAGNE RESORT or are used by LA PLAGNE RESORT with the agreement of the copyright holders.
All reproduction, representation, use or alteration of any sort of these images and/or photographs without
the prior written consent of LA PLAGNE RESORT is forbidden.
Legal action will be taken against the perpetrator(s) of any use, even partial, of these documents which
violates the afore-mentioned obligation.
Contributions from users
LA PLAGNE RESORT makes an area on this website available for users to submit their own content, such
as comments or photographs (hereinafter « User Content »).
By publishing User Content on this website, you grant LA PLAGNE RESORT a non-exclusive, transferable,
sub-licensable, free and worldwide exploitation licence to reproduce, represent, amend, translate, exploit
and distribute the User Content published throughout the whole legal duration of the intellectual property
copyright as defined in French and foreign legislation and international treaties (including any later
supplementary regulations or amendments to the regulations), on this website and social media where LA
PLAGNE RESORT has or will have a presence.
This permission grants LA PLAGNE RESORT the right to amend the User Content or to add to the initial
post any detail which LA PLAGNE RESORT deems helpful provided that it does not substantially alter the
User Content.
You declare and guarantee, without reservation, that :
-

-

-

You alone are the author of the User Content which you are publishing and that as such you fully and
entirely own and benefit from all the intellectual property rights, as defined by the intellectual property
rights relating to the User Content which you are publishing;
The User Content is an original work for copyright purposes;
You have obtained from the third parties involved all intellectual property rights (copyrights, related
rights, trademark rights, patent rights, design rights, etc.), the right of publication and, in general, all
ownership rights of whatever nature which may weigh upon the User Content for the purposes of
allowing LA PLAGNE RESORT to make use of the User Content as described in these conditions;
The User Content published does not breach the intellectual property rights, the privacy rights, the
private life and, in general, the property rights of third parties;
The User Content published does not include any content that is illegal, defamatory, libellous,
denigrating, abusive, offensive, discriminatory, hate-inspiring, racist, antisemitic, xenophobic,
homophobic, violent, shocking, obscene, vulgar, pornographic or sexually suggestive, contrary to
decency, paedophile, paedo-pornographic or which constitutes abuse or harassment, is likely to be
harmful to minors in any way or promotes alcoholic drinks, tobacco, tobacco products or any substance
the use or sale of which is restricted or forbidden in France ;
The User Content published does not infringe any law, regulation or standard in force in French territory;
You are fully empowered to grant the rights that are the subject of these conditions.

The consent granted to you in respect of these conditions does not impose any obligation on LA PLAGNE
RESORT to circulate the User Content published. LA PLAGNE RESORT reserves the right to delete the
User Content at any time for whatever reason and without notice.
Social media are platforms belonging to third parties. Consequently, the circulation of User Content on social
media is governed by conditions of use established by these third parties. Accordingly, LA PLAGNE

RESORT cannot be held responsible for any use of the User Content by itself or by third parties which
conform to the conditions of use established by the social media and notably in terms of the area of the
rights granted, the duration of the rights or the deletion of the User Content. You are responsible for
responding to any complaints from third parties relating to the use of the User Content in accordance with
the conditions of use established by social media.
Furthermore, any User Content may be referenced by a search engine and so may be consulted by a
readership other than that of this website.
2. Distinctive Signs
Company names, trading names, acronyms, brands, logos and other distinctive signs reproduced on this
website are protected under trademark rights.
Any reproduction, representation or use, total or partial, separately or integrated into other elements, of one
of the afore-mentioned distinctive signs without the prior written consent of the holder of the rights is strictly
forbidden.
3. Data Bases
Any data bases made available to you on this website are the property of LA PLAGNE RESORT, which has
the capacity to produce data bases.
It is forbidden to extract or reuse a qualitively or quantitively substantial part of these data bases, including
for private purposes

HYPERTEXT LINKS
The establishment of hypertext links to this website is permitted provided that:
-

The pages of this website are not internally overlaid with pages from another website, but are accessible
in their entirety in a new window;
The information shown on this website is not used for commercial purposes;
The website from which a hypertext link is established does not circulate information of a contentious,
pornographic or xenophobic nature or which may offend public decency or harm the image of LA
PLAGNE RESORT.

LA PLAGNE RESORT reserves the option to withdraw its consent at any time without having to justify its
action.
COOKIES AND OTHER TRACKERS
Trackers are data used by a server to send information to an internet-user’s browser, used by this browser to send
back information to its server of origin. This information may be a session ID, a language etc. For example, trackers
enable the collection of data on the pages of a website most frequently visited by a user to facilitate viewing a
website by recording the internet user’s preferred language, etc.
Cookies are a type of tracker which are installed on the internet user’s terminal (computer, tablet, smartphone,
etc.)when they visit a website.
Amongst cookies, we can distinguish cookies known as «session », which disappear when the internet-user closes
their browser or leaves the website, cookies known as «permanent», which remain on the internet-user’s terminal

until the end of their life-cycle (a maximum of 13 months from the time they are deposited) or until the internet-user
deletes them.
What types of trackers are used when you visit this website?
When you visit this website, various types of trackers are used:
 Cookies strictly necessary to facilitate browsing on the website, depositing and reading which does
not require your consent, enable :
o The managing and security of your authentication on the website;
o The retention of information according to what you have seen displayed in the «cookies»
banner and which have followed your browsing, thus consenting to the insertion of trackers
on your terminal;
o Functional cookies, depositing and reading which requires your consent, enabling:
o The adaptation of the website to the display preferences of your terminal (language,
currency, display resolution, operating system used, configuration and display settings of
website pages according to the terminal you are using and its location, etc.);
o Memorising certain information which you enter on the website to facilitate and personalise
your future browsing (for example, displaying your name and forename if you have a user
account and you have identified yourself);
 Visitor-measuring cookies, depositing and reading which requires your consent, which help us
understand your interactions with the website (pages most visited, applications used, etc.). They
enable us to create statistics or test different displays to make the site more interesting and improve
its ergonomics ;
How to accept, refuse or delete trackers
The use of some trackers requires your consent. When you first visit the website, you are asked if you accept the
use of certain trackers. To this end, a banner is displayed when you first visit the website. This banner informs you
that continuing your browsing on the website implies that you accept the use of trackers.
To configure the use of trackers, please answer the following questions:
 Do you accept the depositing and reading of trackers? Yes / No
Whatever your choice, you can at any time delete the trackers from your terminal via your browser.
Most browsers are configured by default to accept all trackers. You can alter the setting to choose which trackers
you accept or even refuse the use of trackers. The settings must be altered on each of your terminals (computer,
tablet, smartphone, etc.).
NB : if your browser is set to refuse all or some trackers, certain functions, pages or areas on this website may not
be accessible or will not provide you with the best browsing conditions.
The means of setting and deleting trackers varies between browsers. Your browser’s help menu will describe how
to proceed. Here is how to set your tracker preferences in the best known browsers:
 Internet Explorer: Manage cookies in Internet Explorer;
 Safari: Manage cookies in Safari;
 Chrome: Manage cookies in Chrome;
 Firefox: Manage cookies in Firefox;
 Opera: Manage cookies in Opera.
If you do not wish to manage trackers by altering your browser settings, you will find below various methods of
refusing trackers according to their purpose:
 For visitor-measuring: We use the visitor-measuring system Google Analytics.

RESPONSABILITY
LA PLAGNE RESORT cannot be held responsible specifically:

-

-

For the non-availability of the website due to maintenance work;
A failure of the internet affecting access to the site. In this respect, you declare that you are aware of
and accept the technical characteristics and functions as well as the limitations of the internet (in terms
of access, availability, congestion, breakdown, saturation, transfer times, response times in displaying,
visiting, searching or transferring data, absence of protection for some data against misappropriation or
hacking, the risk of contamination by a virus, etc.);
A malfunction or misuse of your terminal or any other equipment used to access the website;
The submission of incorrect, incomplete or false information by you;
Failure, loss, delay or error in transfer of data outside the control of LA PLAGNE RESORT;
Content of information displayed on websites to which this site refers you by hypertext links;
A breach by you of these conditions of use.

CONTACT
Any enquiry relating to the use of your personal data must be sent:
-

By using the contact form on the «Contact us» page on this website;
By letter to the following address: 1355 route d’Aime, 73210 La Plagne Tarentaise, France;
By e-mail to the following address: privacy@laplagneresort.com;
By telephone on the following number: +33 (0)4 79 09 79 79 ;

Any other enquiry must be made:
-

By using the contact form on the «Contact us» page on this website;
By letter to the following address: 1355 route d’Aime, 73210 La Plagne Tarentaise, France;
By e-mail to the following address: info@laplagneresort.com;
By telephone on the following number: +33 )(04 79 09 79 79 ;

